
WANT TO 
KNOW MORE?

We’re always excited to chat with potential customers and answer any questions you may have.  
Email Marc Gilmour at marc@mudmixer.com or call 806.515.4MUD.

After rolling the 
MudMixer® into position, 
simply drop and fold the 
desired bag of concrete, 
mortar, or stucco mix 
into the hopper.

Adjust the water dial 
to achieve the proper 
water flow for the 
desired mixture.

Stand back and watch 
the MudMixer® do what 
it does best. Mixture will 
continuously fill your 
forms as you feed the 
hopper.

Cleanup is a breeze. 
When your work is done, 
grab the secondary 
hose to thoroughly 
and easily clean the 
MudMixer®.

ADD

MIX

ADJUST

CLEAN

The MudMixer® is the fastest, easiest, multi-use mixer on the market. Featuring a  
fully-adjustable water input designed to be used with concrete, mortar, or stucco mix 

– it quickly and effortlessly provides reliable consistency wherever it’s needed.

VISIT
OUR

WEBSITE
FOR

MORE
INFO

With the power  
to chew through more 
than 40 bags  per hour, 
weekend projects 
become half-day projects.

MIX FAST  |  MIX EASY  |  FINISH CLEAN



WHAT TO EXPECT
» Reduced strain on the jobsite: The MudMixer is designed to reduce physical strain necessary to complete small 
concrete jobs.  No more weekend-long, back breaking trips back-and-forth with a wheelbarrow and hoe.  Prep your 
jobsite by staging the concrete bags next where the concrete will be poured.  Then, wheel the MudMixer into place, 
and start dropping bags from your waist!

» Achieving desired mixture:  It should take you less than ½ of a bag of concrete to achieve your desired mix.  
Start on the wet side, and make small adjustments every 10 seconds or so, until you are getting what you want 
coming out the end of the chute.

» Consistency of mixture: The MudMixer will generally mix more than 1 yard of concrete with only slight 
adjustments to the water, as long as the hopper is kept more than ½ full.  However, changes in the concrete 
mixture, or your water source pressure can create the need to change the dial setting.  Don’t be alarmed!  Make 
changes slowly, and wait around 10 seconds to see the result of your change.  The auxiliary hose is always 
available if you need to add some water to your environment. 

» Mixing Pace:  The MudMixer will mix about 1 (80lb) bag of concrete every 90 seconds.  Need to pause the 
machine to work the concrete or pop a cold drink?  Simply rock the switch to the center position.  The water and 
auger will stop simultaneously.

» Easy Cleanup: You can expect the tenth job to be just as easy as the first.  Make full use of the auxiliary hose to 
completely clean the MudMixer inside and out after each job, and you will be ready to go for the next one!

PRO TIPS
» Pre-wet the chute using the auxiliary hose

» No water in the hopper...DRY MIX ONLY!

» Using well water?  Check your pressure!  Minimum 40 PSI recommended for bagged concrete.

» Keep it clean!  5 minutes of thorough cleanup will increase the longevity of your machine

HOW TO OPERATE 
 1 Ensure installation of both safety auger guards (Hopper and Chute)

 2 Connect garden hose (Min 40PSI recommended) to T-Valve

 3 Connect the Grounded Power Cable to power

 4 Set the Water Control Dial to desired starting point (35 - 50 recommended for concrete)

 5 Flip the Power Switch to “Forward” for 5 seconds to test the water and Auger

 6 Pre-wet the chute using the Secondary Hose

 7 Using the Concrete Bag Cutter, place the first bag of powder into the Hopper

 8 Flip the Power Switch to “Forward” to begin mixing concrete

 9 Adjust Water Control Dial to achieve desired slump

 10 Continue to add bags as necessary, keeping the Hopper 3/4 or more full

 11 Utilize the Secondary Hose to:

  » Increase water delivery when necessary

  » Thoroughly clean the unit when finished

THOROUGHLY CLEAN THE HOPPER, CHUTE, AND AUGER  
WITH PROVIDED SPRAY NOZZLE WITHIN 20 MINUTES  
OF COMPLETING MIXING PROCESS

      DO NOT SPRAY WATER DIRECTLY ONTO OR INTO THE MOTOR!


